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rar.Hollywood celebrity and feminist attorney Lisa Bloom told Fox News she doesn't believe Hillary
Clinton's assertion that Donald Trump sexually assaults women. "I think that her accusation is

nothing more than that, an accusation," Bloom said Friday on "Fox & Friends." Bloom also weighed in
on the latest accusations against former President Bill Clinton, saying they weren't truthful. "She has
been intimidated by the people who are helping her, like the Mueller investigation," she said. "I am
not buying this." Lisa Bloom attends the "Sex with Women" premiere hosted by Gloria Steinem at

SVA Theater on May 26, 2016, in New York City. Alejo C. Perez/Getty Images In response to the first-
ever presidential forum on sexual assault to be held Thursday night at Washington's Howard

University, Clinton alleged Trump gropes or kisses women without their consent and that he jokes
about it, making it acceptable. She said she was spurred to speak out because Trump undermined
her claim that she was a "champion of women" when he asked why she didn't come forward with

stories of alleged sexual assaults. "I am not sitting here, standing here, crying about the fact that I
didn't come forward because people just didn't believe women," Clinton said. "It's because I did not
want to be dismissed, not taken seriously, not believed. It is a testament to the gains we've made

that that happens to somebody like Donald Trump. So I am happy to say that.... I am here to tell the
story of a sexual assault victim that had the courage to stand up and confront her aggressor about
what happened to her. "It is women like that who will continue the march toward equality, who will

continue fighting for the people who need it," she added. "I hope that we continue to hear their
stories." Bloom, best known for her case involving the infamous Cosby trial, said she believes

Trump's accusers because they aren't vindictive and Clinton is. "I have no doubt of the [Trump
accusers'] credibility," Bloom said. "It's Hillary who for whatever reason is still trying to appeal to the

men
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